**WINTER SEMESTER 2022**

Normally, in each module there are 10 ECTS in sum for the winter and summer term. You may, however, reduce the workload in one or more modules to 9 or at least 8 ECTS in return for earning more ECTS in the remaining modules. Winter and Summer School together count for 10 ECTS.

This document contains a list of obligatory and suggested courses. You can also search for further courses in the Online Course Directory: [https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/index.html](https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/index.html)

There is in particular a wide range of courses in German language. However, please be aware that in case you find interesting courses which are not on this list, you have to check with me and the course lecturers if your participation as an EMGS student is possible. Please read our instruction carefully: [https://global-studies.univie.ac.at/course-registration/](https://global-studies.univie.ac.at/course-registration/)

In any case, you are eligible to take courses from the Master Global History and Global Studies – please have a look at the online course directory for this study program: [https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/vvz_sub.html?semester=2022W&path=279147](https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/vvz_sub.html?semester=2022W&path=279147)

**Online registration for all courses**

(before semester start, online for every course, watch deadlines); if you missed registration, reach out to the professors teaching your course.

- **VO (lecture course):** no limit of participants. You also have to register for the exam.
- **SE, KU, GR, PS, EXK (courses for a limited number of actively participating students):** please be aware that courses from other departments often limit participation for students from other disciplines.

**Teaching Language:** English (unless other languages are noticed)

**FIRST STUDY YEAR**

**Module 1: Introduction to Global History (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory in the winter semester: 070247 VO Introduction to Global History and Global Studies, 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller and David Mayer

070062 UE Guided Reading East European History - History of Ukrainian lands, from Middle Ages to 1991, 5 ECTS, Oleksandra Krushynska

070187 VO Introduction to Digital Humanities (Lecture series), 5 ECTS, Tara Andrews

070195 UE Guided Reading Global History - Europe and China, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti
070197 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

070256 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - Discovering the World. Texts on Globalization (16th to 20th Centuries), 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

070273 UE Reading Course Contemporary History and Media. Political Epistemologies (20th/21st Cent.), 5 ECTS, Friedrich Cain

070292 UE Reading Course Global History and Global Studies, 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller and David Mayer

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 2: Theories of Global History (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory in the winter semester: 070133 VO Theories and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, Berthold Unfried

040049 SE Philosophy and Economics. Philosophy of Economics in Germany and Austria in the First Half of the 20th Century, 4 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler and Karl Milford

150020 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 3: Methods of Global History I (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: Working Skills in Global History:

070148 UE Working Skills in Global History, 4 ECTS, Jelena Dureinovic

070189 UE Working Skills in Global History - The Global Middle Ages, 4 ECTS, Johannes Preiser-Kapeller and Ekaterini Mitsiou

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer semester: UE Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies:

070268 UE Course on Methodology in Global History and Global Studies. Researching interactions in different structures: regional-global, global-regional, 5 ECTS, Bianca Winkler

240131 VO+UE VM1 / VM8 - Negotiating change. Simulating an international conference for sustainable development, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Gruber and Lorenz Probst
Module 4: Global History by Regions (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any region

- Region: Africa
  143121 VO 20th century African Women's Writing and Feminism, 3 ECTS, Dobrota Pucherova
  143144 SE Aspirations to Social Advancement and Religious Reform through Christianity and Islam. Case Studies from the African Continent, 8 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Abdoulaye Sounaye (in German and English)

- Region: The Americas
  030254 SE Indigenous Legal Studies: Die Entwicklung einer nachpositivistischen Rechtskultur in Lateinamerika, 4 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)
  240111 SE VM4 / VM1 - Politische Stimmen des Südens. Der neue lateinamerikanische Konstitutionalismus, 7 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)

- Region: Asia
  070195 UE Guided Reading Global History - Europe and China, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti
  070225 SE Seminar - Looking at China's memory politics and memory culture from a comparative perspective, 8 ECTS, Susanne Weigelin-Schwiedrzik
  142009 SE Political Economy of Hunger in South Asia, 10 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
  142083 UE Kolkata (Calcutta): Ecological, Historical, Political, Social and Cultural Approaches, 5 ECTS, Christiane Hartnack
  142086 VO South Asia in the Long Nineteenth Century. A Colonial History, 5 ECTS, Rolf Bauer
  142234 UE Political Geography in South Asia, 5 ECTS, Shubhi Misra
  150024 PS Experimental Theatre in Postsocialist China (M2 LK). The Avant-garde between Politics and the Market, 6 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari
  150031 SE Gender Through the Lens: Chinese Femininities and Masculinities on Screen, 10 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari
  150056 SE Colonisers doing Culture: the case of Japan in Taiwan, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam
150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

150113 PS Taiwanese gangs in Taiwan film and academic presentation (with Taiwanese films), 6 ECTS, n.n.

150122 VU Strategic Gaming: The South China Sea Dispute, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Martin Mandl

240036 VO The anthropology of India and South Asia: An introduction, 3 ECTS, Manuela Ciotti

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory
• Region: Europe

070062 UE Guided Reading East European History - History of Ukrainian lands, from Middle Ages to 1991, 5 ECTS, Oleksandra Krushynska

070195 UE Guided Reading Global History - Europe and China, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

090098 VO Refugees, Migrants and Exiles in Greek and Comparative Literature, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

090101 VO The Holocaust in Greece: survivors, historians and historiography, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis

090102 VU Twentieth Century Greece: History, Culture, Literature, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

210078 VO BAK15: SpezialVO East European Studies. Russia`s war in Ukraine, 3 ECTS, Dorothee Bohle

210122 VO M9: SpezialVO East European Studies. Eastern Europe's Great Transformations, 4 ECTS, Visnja Vukov

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 5: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect**

• Culture and Society

070166 SE Seminar Historical sources and critique: Public History. Transdisciplinary Research on Memory and Traditions, 8 ECTS, Barbara Pavlek Löbl
070205 SE Research Seminar - Applied Global History and Global Studies. Global History and Museum, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

080049 VO A Short Story of Islamic Art: Themes and Perspectives, 5 ECTS, Markus Ritter

230146 SE Sociology of war, 4 ECTS, Dagmar Vorlicek

233060 UE Science in Society Laboratories, 10 ECTS, Fredy Alberto Mora Gàmez and Bao-Chau Pham

240051 VO+UE VM3 / VM2 - A global view on Research, Technology Development and Innovation. 'Technoglobalisation', 4 ECTS, Klaus Schuch

480098 KO Colloquium on Literature and Cultural Studies. Queerness in Yugoslavia, 5 ECTS, Miranda Jakiša and Aleksandar Rankovic

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- History

060030 SE The Roots of Christian and Muslim Antisemitism in Antiquity, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange (in German and English)

070192 SE Seminar - Historical sources and critique. Economic ideas and public policies: economists as a source for economic history, 8 ECTS, Federico D'Onofrio

090106 SE Historical biography inside and outside academia, 8 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in German and English)

240121 SE VM5 / VM2 - Histories of Neoliberalism, 7 ECTS, Eva-Maria Muschik

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Law, policy, International Relations and Development

010109 SE Sustainability as a challenge. An interdisciplinary approach, 5 ECTS, Sigrid Müller and Martina Besler

030161 KU International and European Environmental Law, 3 ECTS, Markus Peter Beham

030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

030479 KU International Law and the Use of Force. From Self-Defense to the Responsibility to Protect, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik
040057 KU International Trade Law (MA), 4 ECTS, Ralp Janik


210105 VO M4: SpezialVO International Politics and Development. International Biodiversity Politics: Institutions, Actors, Power Relations, 4 ECTS, Alice Vadrot

210116 VO M7: SpezialVO State Activity, Policy and Governance Analyses. Practicing Democracy in the Digital Age, 4 ECTS, Lukas Schlögl

240105 VO+UE VM1 / VM2 - Scaling up? Transnational labor organizing in globalized production, 4 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz

240116 SE VM5 / VM2 - From Environmental Hazard to Disaster. On the Vulnerability and Resilience of Societies, 7 ECTS, Rolf Bauer

240131 VO+UE VM1 / VM8 - Negotiating change. Simulating an international conference for sustainable development, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Gruber and Lorenz Probst

290043 VO Fundamentals of Global Change and Sustainability from a Geographic Perspective, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak, Stephan Glatzel, Ronald Pöppl and Michaela Trippl

290045 VO Pathways to Sustainability: Knowledge, Action and Policy Landscapes, 5 ECTS, Michaela Trippl, Stephan Glatzel, Philipp Marr and Patrick Sakdapolrak

290046 SE Inter- and Transdisciplinary Approaches to Global Change and Sustainability, 5 ECTS, Sebastian Fastenrath and Ronald Pöppl (limited places for non-geographers)

290047 UE Understanding Global Change and Sustainability, 5 ECTS, Gudrun Haindlmaier and Stephan Glatzel (limited places for non-geographers)

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Migration

240117 VO+UE VM3 / VM1 - Migration and Identity. Discourses of Belonging and Othering, 4 ECTS, Zeynep Sezgin
290019 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development. Research Design, Implementation and Analysis II, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon and Harald Sterly

290025 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development II, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon and Harald Sterly

290077 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development II, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak
SECOND STUDY YEAR

Module 7: Theories of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

040049 SE Philosophy and Economics. Philosophy of Economics in Germany and Austria in the First Half of the 20th Century, 4 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler and Karl Milford

150020 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 8: Methods of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)
  • Obligatory:
    070250 UE Proposal Workshop Global History and Global Studies - Graduate College 1, 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller

Module 9: Global History by Regions II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one region
  • In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070205 SE Research Seminar - Applied Global History and Global Studies. Global History and Museum, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

150031 SE Gender Through the Lens: Chinese Femininities and Masculinities on Screen, 10 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari

150056 SE Colonisers doing Culture: the case of Japan in Taiwan, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam
  • Region: Africa

143121 VO 20th century African Women's Writing and Feminism, 3 ECTS, Dobrota Pucherova

143144 SE Aspirations to Social Advancement and Religious Reform through Christianity and Islam. Case Studies from the African Continent, 8 ECTS, Kirsten Rüther and Abdoulaye Sounaye (in German and English)
  • Region: The Americas

030254 SE Indigenous Legal Studies: Die Entwicklung einer nachpositivistischen Rechtskultur in Lateinamerika, 4 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)

240111 SE VM4 / VM1 - Politische Stimmen des Südens. Der neue lateinamerikanische Konstitutionalismus, 7 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
• Region: Asia

070195 UE Guided Reading Global History - Europe and China, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

070225 SE Seminar - Looking at China's memory politics and memory culture from a comparative perspective, 8 ECTS, Susanne Weigelin-Schwiedrzik

142009 SE Political Economy of Hunger in South Asia, 10 ECTS, Rolf Bauer

142083 UE Kolkata (Calcutta): Ecological, Historical, Political, Social and Cultural Approaches, 5 ECTS, Christiane Hartnack

142086 VO South Asia in the Long Nineteenth Century. A Colonial History, 5 ECTS, Rolf Bauer

142234 UE Political Geography in South Asia, 5 ECTS, Shubhi Misra

150024 PS Experimental Theatre in Postsocialist China (M2 LK). The Avant-garde between Politics and the Market, 6 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari

150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

150113 PS Taiwanese gangs in Taiwan film and academic presentation (with Taiwanese films), 6 ECTS, n.n.

150122 VU Strategic Gaming: The South China Sea Dispute, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Martin Mandl

240036 VO The anthropology of India and South Asia: An introduction, 3 ECTS, Manuela Ciotti

  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
  • Region: Europe

070062 UE Guided Reading East European History - History of Ukrainian lands, from Middle Ages to 1991, 5 ECTS, Oleksandra Krushynska

070195 UE Guided Reading Global History - Europe and China, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

090098 VO Refugees, Migrants and Exiles in Greek and Comparative Literature, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

090101 VO The Holocaust in Greece: survivors, historians and historiography, 5 ECTS, Dimitrios Varvaritis

090102 VU Twentieth Century Greece: History, Culture, Literature, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula
210078 VO BAK15: SpezialVO East European Studies. Russia`s war in Ukraine, 3 ECTS, Dorothee Bohle

210122 VO M9: SpezialVO East European Studies. Eastern Europe's Great Transformations, 4 ECTS, Visnja Vukov

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 10: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect**

- In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or in the summer semester!

070205 SE Research Seminar - Applied Global History and Global Studies. Global History and Museum, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy


150031 SE Gender Through the Lens: Chinese Femininities and Masculinities on Screen, 10 ECTS, Rossella Ferrari

150056 SE Colonisers doing Culture: the case of Japan in Taiwan, 10 ECTS, Liza Wing Man Kam

233060 UE Science in Society Laboratories, 10 ECTS, Fredy Alberto Mora Gàmez and Bao-Chau Pham

- Culture and Society

070166 SE Seminar Historical sources and critique: Public History. Transdisciplinary Research on Memory and Traditions, 8 ECTS, Barbara Pavlek Löbl

080049 VO A Short Story of Islamic Art: Themes and Perspectives, 5 ECTS, Markus Ritter

230146 SE Sociology of war, 4 ECTS, Dagmar Vorlicek

240051 VO+UE VM3 / VM2 - A global view on Research, Technology Development and Innovation. 'Technoglobalisation', 4 ECTS, Klaus Schuch

480098 KO Colloquium on Literature and Cultural Studies. Queerness in Yugoslavia, 5 ECTS, Miranda Jakiša and Aleksandar Rankovic

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
History

060030 SE The Roots of Christian and Muslim Antisemitism in Antiquity, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange (in German and English)

070192 SE Seminar - Historical sources and critique. Economic ideas and public policies: economists as a source for economic history, 8 ECTS, Federico D-Onofrio

090106 SE Historical biography inside and outside academia, 8 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in German and English)

240121 SE VM5 / VM2 - Histories of Neoliberalism, 7 ECTS, Eva-Maria Muschik

  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
  • Law, policy, International Relations and Development

010109 SE Sustainability as a challenge. An interdisciplinary approach, 5 ECTS, Sigrid Müller and Martina Besler

030161 KU International and European Environmental Law, 3 ECTS, Markus Peter Beham

030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

030479 KU International Law and the Use of Force. From Self-Defense to the Responsibility to Protect, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik

040057 KU International Trade Law (MA), 4 ECTS, Ralp Janik

210105 VO M4: SpezialVO International Politics and Development. International Biodiversity Politics: Institutions, Actors, Power Relations, 4 ECTS, Alice Vadrot

210116 VO M7: SpezialVO State Activity, Policy and Governance Analyses. Practicing Democracy in the Digital Age, 4 ECTS, Lukas Schlögl

240105 VO+UE VM1 / VM2 - Scaling up? Transnational labor organizing in globalized production, 4 ECTS, Cornelia Staritz

240116 SE VM5 / VM2 - From Environmental Hazard to Disaster. On the Vulnerability and Resilience of Societies, 7 ECTS, Rolf Bauer

240131 VO+UE VM1 / VM8 - Negotiating change. Simulating an international conference for sustainable development, 4 ECTS, Wolfgang Gruber and Lorenz Probst
290043 VO Fundamentals of Global Change and Sustainability from a Geographic Perspective, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak, Stephan Glatzel, Ronald Pöppl and Michaela Trippl

290045 VO Pathways to Sustainability: Knowledge, Action and Policy Landscapes, 5 ECTS, Michaela Trippl, Stephan Glatzel, Philipp Marr and Patrick Sakdapolrak

290046 SE Inter- and Transdisciplinary Approaches to Global Change and Sustainability, 5 ECTS, Sebastian Fastenrath and Ronald Pöppl (limited places for non-geographers)

290047 UE Understanding Global Change and Sustainability, 5 ECTS, Gudrun Haindlmaier and Stephan Glatzel (limited places for non-geographers)

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Migration

240117 VO+UE VM3 / VM1 - Migration and Identity. Discourses of Belonging and Othering, 4 ECTS, Zeynep Sezgin

290019 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development. Research Design, Implementation and Analysis II, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon and Harald Sterly

290025 UE Key Methods in Analysing Migration and Population Dynamics. In the Context of Global Change and Development II, 5 ECTS, Marion Borderon and Harald Sterly

290077 SE Migration and Population Dynamics in the Context of Global Change and Development II, 5 ECTS, Patrick Sakdapolrak